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EDITORIAL
This editorial is written shortly before the end of
the year 2021 and thus much later than originally
planned, as if the year had run by without leaving any
deeper traces. In view of the many cancelled scientific events, one might actually get the idea that this is
a year that has been erased from the calendar or the
collective memory. But of course it is not, and anyone taking stock of this year will recall an astonishing
number of adaptations to the new reality of the pandemic that we have made individually and collectively.
The International Historical Committee has had to
postpone its Congress again, scheduled for August
2021, but unlike in 2020, it has not simply decided
on another delay, but has held a General Assembly
to take important decisions that will determine its
future.

This General Assembly has decided on changes in the
the previous incumbents and noted with approval
the plans of the new ones. It has held the necessary
the usual changes in the historiographical orientations represented there. It has determined the location of the next Congress, to be held on the 100th
Congress to new, complementary proposals, thereby
chosen new foci and tried out new procedures since
the selection of major and minor themes for main
sessions, roundtables and panels at the General Assembly in Moscow in 2017.
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This newsletter presents the results of this General
Assembly, which took place in two sessions and was

to be a moment of enthusiastic reunion that we all
look forward to with anticipation. A look back at the
Warsaw Congress held in 1933, which a carefully
organising committee allows, perhaps helps us to
and thus also to put them into perspective a little. As
historians, we look back in the current pandemic not
only at the history of global health, but also at how we
have dealt with other dynamics that have challenged

the usual course of events. Now that history is less
and less used for heroisation (even if it still happens
from time to time), it sometimes serves as a consolation because historians become spoilsports in the
face of a discourse of newness. However, we should
not let this spoil our joy for a new year, which will certainly also hold unexpectedly pleasant things in store.
In this spirit, I wish you a successful 2022 on behalf
forward to your feedback and suggestions with which
this newsletter can be enriched.
Matthias Middell

XXIII INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF HISTORICAL SCIENCES

tee of the XXIII International Congress of Historical
Solidarity Fund
for historians who would like to participate in the
Congress.

Adam Mickiewicz University

2

ty dormitories for 150 participants
– a registration fee waiver for 100 participants
The deadline for applications is January 31, 2022.
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May 11. This format which follows in some way the
procedure of two sessions of the General Assembly
at congresses in the past, gave all members the opportunity to get familiar with the reports and sugmeeting and voted at the second one.

na
1. Moral report by Secretary General Catherine
Horel
2. Financial report by Treasurer Sacha Zala
– Appointment by the General Assembly of two
auditors

vember 2019. The new Board will take its functions
immediately after the second General Assembly in
– Gunlög Fur
– Nuno Gonçalo Monteiro (Académie portugaise
– Katalin Szende (Commission for the History of
Towns; Hungarian National Committee)
– Edoardo Tortarolo (ICHTH), proposed by the
Nomination Commission and the Board as new
– Hirotaka Watanabe (Commission for the History
The following Board Members present their candida– Eliana Dutra
– Joel Harrington
– Catherine Horel, proposed by the Nomination
– Krzysztof Makowski, proposed by the Nomination

ing Committee

July 2021. The Board will inform about the selection
4. Presentation of the applications for new ICHS
membership
Lorina Repina, Board Member and
by the representative of the Committee, Vojislav
– International Commission for the History of the
Lim Jie-Hyun, Board Member and
by the representative of the Commission, Pierre
Journoud
5. Eventual Application(s) for the intermediary
General Assembly to be held in 2024
6. Presentation of the candidates for the new Board
The presentation is made by Tao Wenzhao, Board
Member. Five new members have been selected by

3

– Matthias Middell
– Andrea Giardina
– Pim den Boer
– Lorina Repina
– Lim Jie-Hyun
– Tao Whenzao
7. International Award for History
Sanjay Subrahmanyam
trale per gli studi storici (Italy) has been chosen by the
Board. The Award winner will attend the XXIIIrd Contaking place on Wednesday, 24 August 2022.
8. Presentation of the applications for the XXIVth
Congress to be held in 2026 (Centenary of ICHS)
– Jerusalem
–
9. Update about the Newsletter
Matthias Middell, Board Member
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10. Voting Procedures for the General Assembly of
11 May 2021
Sacha Zala, Treasurer
11. Various questions
For the second session of the General Assembly, 51
delegates of member organisations (national commitwere registered.
Andrea Giardina opened the meeting by
recalling the words of Thucydides about the plague
in Athens with its amount of human suffering but

stentions.
for membership with 48 votes in favor (84 percent)
and three abstentions; and
– the application of the Commission for the History of
50 votes (98 percent) in favor and one abstention.
Afterwards, the Assembly turned towards the election of a new president and a new general secretary
years and which possibilities they see for a profes-

dent warned against the danger of an excessive and
truncated updating of the past in order to pursue current political goals.

Catherine Horel, the candidate for presidency an-

ther comments on the
report presented by the

enabling historians worldwide to meet and communicate. But we have to enlarge the community because
we are still lacking a presence in Africa and this is our
already known weakness. Therefore, we must certainly do more between the congresses to attract interest and new membership. The recent change in the

Andrea Giardina

GA went immediately
to vote and accepted
the report unanimously.
The two auditors, Frank
Hadler and Markus
Furrer, presented their

nancial report stating
that they have found the accounts correct based on
the documents provided by the treasurer for the
years 2018–2020. They propose that the General
happened directly afterwards with 51 votes (100 perSacha Zala.
The treasurer then presented a proposal concerning
the use of a logo as “member” to signal that a member
organisation that
has paid the full
membership fees
supports the solidarity fund. Otherwise it is entitled
to use the logo of a
“supporter” of the
solidarity fund. The
Assembly adopts
the new regulation
Sacha Zala
starting in 2022

4

to encourage younger participants (in the congresses but also for the Board) through the extent of thy
insisted that “this is indeed a task to be dealt with because we can no longer do it as a “one man-job”; the
problem is that our activity is irregular so that we cannot employ fulltime personal but rely on benevolence
and availability of our colleagues on resources from
their own institutions.”
Edoardo Tortarolo, the candidate for the position of
“The secretary-general has to carry on the activity of
also be aware that times are changing at a dramatic

nity of historians in the years to come. Today there are
new and challenging developments for historians that
enduring consequences of the pandemic that will likely exacerbate inequalities and resentment. My answer
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tion of information. As a consequence of this profesened its role as a platform for innovation and dialogue
worldwide and actively defend the values of freedom
of investigation and respectful communication be-

also to help coordinate trans-national cooperation
projects and create added-value for all national com-

a comprehensive
congress
every
5
years, to
be
sure,
which still
is and will
be an excellent opportunity
for faceto-face interaction
and for allowing young historians from all

general secretary, the new candidates for board
membership were asked how they are intended to

Edoardo Tortarolo

to make intensive use of the new digital technologies
that have impacted the daily practice of historians and
have changed crucial categories of historical understanding. We can’t ignore that a strong process of deeffort to coordinate existing trends, strengthen its
network in a variety of ways, start a dialogue between
historians who would not have communicated withframework for all those national associations and
committees and individual historians who are willing
to engage in authentic and unbiased international
cooperation in teaching and dissemination and in research. To achieve these goals and make cooperation

son with professional skills in communication and
fund-raising should work in close cooperation with
the General Assembly and the Board. A permanent
link between the Board and the member organisations should be available and facilitate the dissemina-

5

and which possibilities they see for further profesGunlög Fur insisted in her answer to these questions
on the fact that there should be more engagement
between congresses while it would be also “crucial
to raise our voices against any misuse of history and
support colleagues and institutions being attacked in
their integrity as historians. The organwithout
borders”
could be a partner in
history has a clear
social function there
should be more of
a focus on educational matters. The
recent and still ongoing pandemic is Gunlög Fur
in her opinion certainly a topic to be
addressed for example by encouraging research on
pandemics in history. Finally, she underlined “we really have to attract younger scholars.”
Nuno Gonçalo Monteiro expected to know more

membership. The activity should not be restrained to
what is history today.
Katalin Szende on her part answered the questions
raised by the assembly in insisting on the fact that “in
the recent years there have been in many countries
attacks against the liberty of teaching and researching history. It has to be our goal and duty to speak
against manipulations of history taking place under
some regimes and to help historians and institutions
to make their concerns known to the community.
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should be more active
and take the role of a
moral authority.

Katalin Szende

Hirotaka Watanabe
sees his personal task
to extend the network in Asia by promoting communication between various
countries and institutions, not the least
by making use of the

2024 General Assembly in Tokyo that will be a good
occasion to encourage more Asian participation in

from the various candidates, the General Assembly
approves the candidatures of the new Board memCatherine Horel was elected president with 45 votes
(92 percent) and four abstentions, while Krzysztof
Makowski
Edoardo Tortarolo received 47 favorable votes as
stentions.
The General Assembly approved the reelection of
Eliana Dutra (acting
Joel Harrington; Matthias Middell
with 48 votes in favor and one abstention, while the
new Board Members Gunlög Fur; Nuno Gonçalo
Monteiro; Katalin Szende; and Hirotaka Watanabe
received 47 votes in favor and two abstentions.
abstention) for Tokyo as the place of the next general
assembly meeting in 2024.

salem assured that there will be no problem of granting visa since Israel has a very generous visa policy
so that nearly everyone is able to enter the country
representation in Israel.
Katja Castryck- Naumann
that there will be individual guidance for participants
needing visas. There will be an aid provided by the
German diplomatic service that has worldwide presence.
In a second round it was asked how the host will guarRuth Ginio for
Jerusalem stated that despite recent events there
would be no concern regarding Jerusalem or Tel Aviv;
international congresses are commonly held without
tice of security matters. Katja Castryck-Naumann
lutely safe; there is a very low crime rate and no potential danger for participants.
W. (Pim) den Boer made an
was sent to the members before the meeting); he
also takes the occasion to recall his meeting with
1990 where they discussed the ethics of historians
which combine a demand for freedom of research
the applicants were asked to present their concept of
Shmuel Feiner
for Jerusalem hinted at the ambition of the congress
to enlarge the community of historians by enabling
as many as possible to attend thanks to special funds
being provided by governmental and private instiavailable). Matthias Middell

One major item of the general assembly was the deciand in preparation for this point the delegates of Jehave announced their support to enable speakers to
ticipants from all over the world will be able to attend
the conference (travel visa). Shmuel Feiner for Jeru-
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scribed in the application documents.
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poster sessions (also reminding the members that
primarily on members’ fees. The applicants were
asked to what extent they see any possibility to conerated by the fundraising for the Congress, hereby
allowing to lower the members’ fees in the future.
Shmuel Feiner for Jerusalem was optimistic about the surplus
that may be generated by the Congress
fees and sponsorship,
therefore
allowing
these revenues to be
Matthias

Middell
Krzysztof Makowski

partnership

be-

to be reconsidered in order to get surpluses available
to the organisation instead of the local organisers.
Treasurer Sacha Zala expressed at the end of the
discussion his willingness to develop a new business
model and present it to the Board asap.
After the extensive discussion of the various items
raised the general assembly voted on the applica-

In conclusion, the General Assembly decided in favor
of Israel, and the congress will be held in Jerusalem.
Krzysztof Makowski

7

for this session). A renewed call has been made also
tee will launch an invitation for the book fair soon.
Before closing the General Assembly, the new president, Catherine Horel, thanked the members for

became a member of the Commission for historical
history of international relations; she would then
never have imagined reaching the summit of the orhas also a meaning for women historians often not
daring to be ambitious. But you never climb the ladder alone and therefore it was important to her to
her thanks for the work done by the departing Board
Lorina Repina
General Assembly in Moscow in 2017; then our colleagues from Asia, Lim Jie-Hyun
Tao Wenzhao (China) for their kind and professional
participation; as well as vice-president Pim den Boer,
Andrea Giardina, un signore, with whom it was such a pleasure
discussing, working and last but not least, enjoying
Catherine Horel expressed her wish to
former president now in his new position as honorary
president. Finally, she thanked honorary president
Marjatta Hiettala for her constant support and accompanying help during Board meetings since 2015.
Andrea Giardina closed the General Assembly by
thanking everyone for their participation under such
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The ICHS Board

The Board meets twice a year, prepares the congresses and general assemblies and implements the policy

President
Prof. Catherine Horel
horel.c@orange.fr

their socio-political structures, urban, military history and Jewish history. Among her latest publicaL’amiral Horthy. Régent de Hongrie
Vaincus !
Histoires de défaites. Europe XIXe–XXe siècles
Entrer en guerre : des
Balkans au monde, 1914–1918, Bruxelles 2018; De
l’exotisme à la modernité. Un siècle de voyage français
en Hongrie (1818–1910), Montrouge 2018; “Impe-
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rial Challenges in Austro-Hungarian Multicultural
(dir.), Österreich-Ungarns imperiale Herausforderungen. Nationalismen
und Rivalitäten im
Habsburgerreich um
1900,
Göttingen
2020, pp. 275–294;
Histoire de la nation hongroise. Des
premiers Magyars à
Viktor Orbán
2021; collective edition of Chroniques de
l’Europe, 2022.
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Vice-President
Prof. Eliana de Freitas Dutra
erdutra@terra.com.br; erfdutra@gmail.com
dade Federal de Ouro
at National Council for

tory, with particular
attention to the followHistory and History of books, reading and publishing. Coordinator of Brasiliana: Escritos e Leituras da
Nação
tee from Mil Neuf Cent-Revue d’Histoire Intellectuelle
Lingua Franca
alyst for journals, as Revue Monde(s)

and member of the Commission Internationale des
ent of fellowship from the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation. His major publications include The
Poznan Family in the First Half of the 19th Century (in
Die Posener Familie 1815–1848
The Power of Myth: Jews in
Poznania During the Era of the Polish Partitions in Historical Writing
Mechanisms of the
Overseas Chain Migrations in the 19th Century: Poles,
Germans, Jews, Ruthenians: An Outline
also an editor of Self-modernization of Societies in the
19th Century: the Irish, Czechs and Poles
Approaches to Slavic Unity: Austro-Slavism, Pan-Slavism, Neo-Slavism,
and Solidarity Among the Slavs Today (2013) (with F.
Hadler);
… The 7th International Congress of Historical Sciences in Warsaw,
1933
General Secretary
Prof. Edoardo Tortarolo
Vercelli, Italy

ipant in historians and researchers’ networks such

1987. He is a permanent fellow of the Academy of

Vice-President
Prof. Krzysztof Makowski
Faculty of History
makmak@amu.edu.pl
partment of the 19th-Century History. His research
20th century, in particular history of German and
relations, and the history of historiography. He is a

9

His research interests cover the intellectual history and the history of historical writing and historical knowledge since the eighteenth century. He
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has co-edited the third volume of the Oxford History of historical Writing (2012). His latest book in
The Invention of the Free Press

Treasurer
Prof. Sacha Zala

and postcolonial history. My most recent project
deals with the concurrent and entangled histories
Prof. Joel Harrington
joel.harrington@vanderbilt.edu

Gebändigte Geschichte.
Amtliche Historiographie und ihr Malaise mit der
Geschichte der Neutralität. 1945–1961, Bern 1998;
Geschichte unter der Schere politischer Zensur. Amtliche Aktensammlungen im internationalen Vergleich,
Munic 2001; Netzwerk Aussenpolitik. Internationale
Organisationen und Kongresse als Instrumente der
schweizerischen Aussenpolitik. 1914–1950
2002 (with Madeleine Herren).
Members

search interests in various legal and religious aspects of social history. His most recent book is Dangerous Mystic: Meister
Eckhart’s Path to the God
Within
In 2020, Dangerous Mystic was honored with a
the American Academy
previous monograph, The Faithful Executioner: Life
and Death, Honor and Shame in the Turbulent Sixteenth Century
been translated into fourteen languages and was
named one of the Best Books of 2013 by The Telegraph and History Today
way include a study of the sixteenth-century mer-

Prof. Gunlög Fur

gunlog.fur@lnu.se

balism. Harrington has served in various administrative roles both at Vanderbilt and in the profesboard since 2015.
ties. Author of Colonialism in the Margins. Cultural
Encounters in New Sweden and Lapland
A Nation of Women. Gender and Colonial Encounters
Among the Delaware Indians
Painting Culture, Painting
Nature. Stephen Mopope, Oscar Jacobson and the
Development of Indian Art in Oklahoma
rent Imaginaries, Postcolonial Worlds
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Concur-

Prof. Matthias Middell

counter-revolution at the end of the eighteenth
century. His habilitation (2002) dealt with World
History writing during the 20th century.
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he serves as editor of the Comparativ. Journal of
Global History.
His main research interests include global and
transregional histories with emphasis
rations; the history
of revolutions and
the history of intercultural transfers as
well as the history
of historiography in
the 19th and 20th
century.
Among his most recent publications are The Routledge Companion to the French Revolution in World
History (2015, with Alan Forrest); Handbuch der
Transnationalen Geschichte Ostmitteleuropas
1750–1918 (2017, with Frank Hadler); The Routledge Handbook of Transregional Studies (2019).

Prof. Katalin Szende
Budapest and Vienna

Her research concentrates on medieval cities and
their society, demography, literacy, everyday life,
Trust, Authority
and the Written Word in the Royal Towns of Medieval Hungary
41, Brepols, 2018), is co-editor and contributor of
the volumes Medieval Buda in Context
and Medieval East Central Europe in a Comparative Perspective
Commission for the History of Towns, founding
member and president of the Medieval Central

Prof. Nuno Gonçalo Monteiro
nuno.monteiro@ics.ulisboa.pt
Prof. Hirotaka Watanabe
manities
He

of

special-

modern and
modern social, institutional,
and
political history, has coordinated several
international research projects, and has published
more than 200 titles. He is co-editor of Um reino e
suas repúblicas no Atlântico: Comunicações políticas
entre Portugal, Brasil e Angola nos séculos XVII e XVIII (Civ. Brasileira, 2017) and of Political Thought in
Portugal and its Empire, c. 1500–1800
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Tokyo
Wtnbhi1954@gmail.com

nese Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.
Former
Minister of the JapaFrance.
Watanabe

spe-

diplomatic history, analysis of
French politics
and
diplomacy
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Contemporary France — The end of the postwar boom and
the opening to Europe, Study of the French cultural
diplomatic strategy, and The Cooperation and Rivality
of the Euro-American Alliance (all in japanese).

retirement on 31 October 2019, he was vice-director and interim director. His professional experiences abroad include teaching at the École normale supérieure and the École pratique des hautes

Honorary President
Prof. Andrea Giardina
andrea.giardina@sns.it
Giardina works mainly on the social, administraon the fortunes of antiquity in the contemporary
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2010 to 2015 he was a member of the Bureau of
the Comité international des sciences historiques,
from 2015 to 2021 president.
Il mercante dall’Antichità al
Medioevo
Gurevich); L’Italia romana. Storie di un’identità incompiuta
Il mito di Roma. Da Carlo Magno a Mussolini
Cassiodoro
politico
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In 1933, the representatives of the discipline met in
Warsaw and Cracow from 21 to 29 August, and the
have not only kept alive the memory of this previous

congress in an excellent edition, but at the same time
have provided valuable material for future research
by printing the congress programme in facsimile and
the alphabetical list of participants with their national and in many cases also
their institutional origins.
Added are two contemporary accounts of the
congress proceedings by
Marceli Handelsman and
Henri Hauser. In view
of the fact that only one
comprehensive
article
gress has appeared so far
1989), while numerous
other texts mention the
congress merely as a moish historiography and its
relations with neighbouring states, which they
each deal with, one can
already guess what discoveries are still in store
announced, bends over
its own archives soon,
however scattered they
may be at present.
The brief history of the
Warsaw Congress, which
the authors of the introduction divide into a
to the First World War
and a second phase that
began with the Brussels Congress in 1923,
is also remarkable from
an organisational point
Congress in 1913 (which

13
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originally planned for 1918), it was left to the hosts
to take care of all the organisational details, whereas
after the war, and especially at the insistence of the
representatives of the American Historical Associawas created, in whose hands the Congress proceedfounded in Geneva and immediately prepared the
next congress in Oslo, which was marked by a competition of national legations, for for not a few governments it was a matter of national importance and
assertion to see their history adequately represented, which is why they also became active as sponsors
of the professional delegations.
to a lesser extent than before, the Oslo Congress was
the doing of the scholars themselves” (p. 9). The often
cited ecumenism of historians had not been able to
develop properly in the climate of the late 1920s, in
which nationalist and fascist tendencies were gaining
ground, no matter how much dialogue and professional analysis were emphasised, almost implored, by
individual historians. If you look at the structure of
of national representatives of historians among the
member organisations. But at the same time, the
number of thematically determined commissions
with their transnational membership is steadily in-

time in the required editorial and linguistic quality, the attempt to get all foreign speakers to submit
their texts and corrections on time almost predictably failed. In today’s world of last-minute uploading
of electronic contributions, it is perhaps impossible
to imagine the headache this notorious negligence
must have caused the editors of the promised congress volume. The organisers of the congress, Marcewhen it turned out that there was not enough hotel
academic centre Cracow, and when a sudden drop
in the dollar exchange rate partially devalued the
congress fees already paid. One understands the authors of the article, who themselves are organising
such a congress under pandemic conditions, in their
admiration for the skill of their predecessors. They
vide substantial subsidies, so that only 23 percent of
the congress funding was based on the congress fees
that participants had to pay, while the main part of the
budget was obviously intended as an investment by
by the almost universally positive response – worked
out that way. It stands to reason that in view of such
much importance to bearing the risk of organising
the congress itself, and without regret refrained from
future activities. Thus, a look back at the 1933 congress reveals a model that continues to be cultivated

tion of the national committees.
The richly illustrated volume opens with a contribuappropriate national support in the background), but
a stage for the Congress and used the Congress to

That the organisers were confronted with a not in-

this up with a discussion of the Congress in terms of
its academic issues and its political and social resonance. From the numerous archives they have consulted, they provide many details that give an idea of

of them are marked as absent. 1240 had registered,
a difference of almost 22 percent from the probable
972 present. Of the slightly less than 1000 partici-

satisfy the curiosity of colleagues’ production and the
authors’ urge to publish their contributions. If the uncompiled by Oskar Halecki still had the pressure of
national prestige on its side and was completed on

14

(which is considerable when compared with the 24
percent Belgians in Brussels 1923 and only 8 percent
Norwegians in Oslo 1928), followed by French (10.2
percent) and Italians (8.5 percent). Only 54 came
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amines the question of the impact of certain panels
and papers on the further development of historiography, a question that is not so easy to answer retro-

lowing the national organisation of knowledge about
the past to recede into the background. Based on her
have, for example, in selecting thematic proposals for
the congresses, she pleaded for a democratic open-

the 1933 congress as a watershed in terms of womcongresses more attractive.
In the lively discussion that followed, which the dethem, the authors conclude from the surnames that
they were possibly accompanying male participants,
obviously travelled to Warsaw exclusively for scienhistorians already stood out among them in terms of
numbers.
The volume bridges the gap to the present with the

one hand, but on the other hand it became clear that
to carry out such a reform, but can at least initiate it
and hope that it will be taken up by the local organising committees of the congresses.
One closes the book with the feeling of travelling back
decades and have not irritated the participants of the
congresses to such an extent that they would have

In her opening address to this colloquium on the
future of international congresses of historians,
ulating national representations of historians and attracting young historians to international congress-

slow organisation, selecting its main topics over several years in preparation for the next congress, also
makes it immune to some short-lived fashions. Other problems, however, are now getting to the heart
of the matter and obviously cannot be solved in the
global representation of the various historical and
historiographical cultures are on the agenda and one
can vividly imagine how these problems, which were

on the occasion of the Amsterdam Congress, which
picture of a historical science that is challenged by
post-anthropocentric and postcolonial approaches
and should accept these more clearly at its congressacter of the concepts of history and science and al-
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2022 at the same place.
The volume prepared by the organisers of the next
congress is much more than a historical reassurance
of the previous event. It is indeed a successful attempt to mobilise the history of the discipline for its
future.
Matthias Middell
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